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Caption:

Birds at the window; memory of the past; dreams of you and me…..

Commentary:

Finding our childhood memories through the window, it seems that we have left our
innocence behind since the day leaving the primary school. It’s difficult to count how much
time we spent under the embrace of the big tree, but it is unquestionable that all of us did
have a great time there and will never forget all these in the rest of our lives!
The birds at the window are not just paper birds; instead, they are the dreams we used to
have while we were still kids. However, when time goes by, we aren’t kids anymore, and
considerations other than what we simply thought must be taken when talking our “dreams”.
Parents want us to follow the social norm, to find a good job and to get married before having
the next generation; teachers standing at the side checking whether we are “right“ or
“wrong“ ,but , where are the dreams we have which people around us might never have
expected and completely “out of the box”? Should we follow what the adults say to be more
realistic or...just to follow our hearts and do what we love and wish a long time ago?
Still being kids, we all think that growing up is such a horrible thing as it forces people to
abandon their innocence and somehow their dreams, but at the same time the desire of
fighting what one truly want still rise before one’s mind. This makes people struggle a lot.
Maybe it is not the right track, yet, IT IS OUR CHOICE: facing difficulties instead of spending
our lives dully with no expectations. Fortunately, there are still hopes if we do try hard and
prove our capabilities to others. No one could stop us from reaching our goals. Look! The
paper birds are still there and they will finally fly back to the sky…
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